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the fujitsu data recovery process starts by performing a bios scan of the fujitsu p771's hard drives
and ssd. this will scan for any corruption or dead files, even if they have been deleted, it will

attempt to restore these files back to your fujitsu. at this point it is also important to determine if
there is an operating system (os) running on your system. if you do not see any drive letters then
the fujitsu p771 is either powered down or it has a dead hard drive and the only operating system
is in the bios. if you see any drive letters then the fujitsu p771 is still powered on (usually above a
light on the front of the computer) and is running an operating system. fujitsu data recovery boot

disk will also scan for files if the fujitsu p771 is powered down or running a dead or corrupted
operating system. during the bios scan you will see the processing status of the hard drive scan
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and after this data recovery boot disk will analyse the hard drive and recover any data. it will then
analyse the operating system and find any drivers that are missing, outdated or corrupt. the

drivers that are found will be replaced or updated during a live scan (the scan will only take a few
minutes). the data recovery service will then list any file types that the fujitsu p771 had stored on
them (even if they have been deleted). at this point if there are any files that are not listed then

you will be asked to select one to continue the recovery process, if you do not then data recovery
process will continue automatically. you can then select specific files to recover by scrolling

through the listed files until you find the file you want to recover. the file that you want to recover
will be highlighted and you will then be presented with a window showing a preview of the file that
you have selected. if you want to change the file type, you will have the option to select between

two types, binary files and documents. you will have the option to choose a drive to load the
selected file, if you did not specify a drive letter the selected file will be loaded to the fujitsu p771's
ssd, if you did not specify an ssd the file will be loaded to the fujitsu p771's hard drives hard disk.
by default, documents are listed as default when you specify to recover a file type, but you can
change it to binary if you prefer. when you are finished with the specified file (without saving it

anywhere), simply select and exit that file and the recovery process will begin again, on another
file or file type.
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note: the only method to activate a windows 7 product key is by a dvd or usb. you cannot obtain a
product key from a cd. because the installer may be downloaded after you have activated the

product key, you cannot use any other method. the windows 7 dvd will contain tools and drivers to
perform both a clean install and repair installation. you will be asked at the beginning of the install
if you are to perform a repair or clean install. we recommend performing a repair install because all

the information, settings, and users will be reset to the factory default. you will also be able to
repair any systems software that have been installed on your computer or which was installed by a

setup program that cannot be repaired. if you do not perform a repair install, you will have the
ability to customize your new windows 7 installation. repairing the windows 7 restore disk will allow
you to perform all the changes that you desire with the product key (e.g., or allow you to install a

different operating system), without the risk of your computer being formatted or altering the
partitioning on your computer. however, in all version or edition of windows (xp/vista/7/8/10,

home/pro/ultimate/enterprise), there is no upgradeoption that can directly upgrade to 64 bit. the
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only way to upgrade windows 7 32 bit to 64 bit is toclean install a 64 bitoperating system. as you
may know, the clean install process will delete all the installed programs and personal data etc,

leavingonly a fresh version of windows.that's what users don't want to see. a customer who wants
you to reinstall windows must provide recovery media from the direct oem, because the software is

licensed to the customer for use on that pc by that oem. you cannot use your own oem system
builder media to reinstall the operating system, or any other version of media (e.g., technet, msdn,

action pack, etc.), because these versions differ from the original oem windows license your
customer acquired from the direct oem. a customer who doesn't have a backup copy of the

software for reinstallation will need to contact the original oem and request replacement recovery
media; you can use that media to reinstall the operating system on that machine. 5ec8ef588b
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